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The Earth needs a friend, 
doesn't it?

Presentation forthe lesson of English in the 8th form.Brattseva A. S.
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Today at the lesson

• Environmental problems.
• How can we help?
• Article “the” with the features of the 

environment (review).
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LET’S TWIST YOUR TONGUE

When write copy

you the 
right

to 
copyright

the 
copy

you

have 

write

you
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We discuss 

Dangerous animals
Water pollution

People’s 
health

Air pollution

Endangered 
plants & 
animals
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Vocabulary
Environment -

Pollute -

Keep off -

Protect -

Prohibit -

Damage -

- physical harm that is 
done to something

- to make air, water, the 
ground dirty 

- to prevent something 
from touching or 

harming something 

- the natural world that 
people, animals, and 

plants live in
- to keep someone or 
something safe from 

harm, damage or 
illness

- to say that an action is 
illegal or not allowed 
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HEALTH WARNING
This is not a dogs toilet.
It is for recreation and 

play

Feeding 
animals 
strictly

prohibite
d

NO DOGS 
HERE!

Please 
keep 

off the 
grass

ALL DOGS 
MUST BE 

ON A LEAD
KEEP 
AWAY 
from 
the…
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No 
fishing!

No smoking!NO SWIMMING –

Man-eating crocodiles!

Protect the forest!
Take your garbage

home with you!

STOP
using 
your 
car Save 

the elephants!
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We use “THE” We don’t use “THE”

 Countries

The Russian Federation
The United States 

of America
The United Kingdom

Europe    Asia    
Australia

Russia          Spain 
Great Britain

Continent
sChannel
s,

Oceans  
&

 Seas 

Rivers & 
lakes

The English Channel
The Pacific Ocean

The Black Sea
The Volga
The Baikal

Lake 
Baikal

Islands

MadagascarThe Bahamas
The British 

Isles 

Mountain
s

Cities 

London   Moscow
The Urals  
The Alps Everest   Elbrus
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Quiz
Choose the correct answer. Use “the” 

where necessary
1. What is the highest mountain in the world?
        a. Etna         b. Everest     c. Elbrus
2. Which is the smallest continent in the world?
        a. Africa       b. Europe      c. Australia
3. Of which country is Ottawa the capital?
       a. Canada     b. New Zealand       c. India  
4. What is the name of the ocean which borders North and South America?
        a. Pacific      b. Indian     c. Atlantic
5. Which is the longest river in the world?
        a. Volga    b. Nile        c. Amazon
6. Which is the largest lake in the world?
         a. Baikal    b. Caspian Sea      c. Ontario
7. Which is the deepest lake in the world?
        a. Baikal     b. Onega           c. Ontario
8. Which is the largest country in the world?
        a. USA       b. Australia        c. Russia
9. Which is the largest city in the world? 
        a. New York      b. Moscow       c. Tokyo   
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Home work

• Make a warning sign, tell how you can 
help the Earth using it.

• P. 56, ex. 2 


